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Abstract 

Propagating waves and surface waves are two distinct types of light-transporting 
modes, the free control of which are both highly desired in integration photon-
ics. However, previously realized devices are bulky in sizes, inefficient, and/or can 
only achieve one type of light-manipulation functionality with a single device. Here, we 
propose a generic approach to design bi-channel meta-devices, constructed by care-
fully selected meta-atoms possessing reflection phases of both structural-resonance 
and geometric origins, which can exhibit two distinct light-manipulation functionalities 
in near-field (NF) and far-field (FF) channels, respectively. After characterizing the scat-
tering properties of basic meta-atoms and briefly stating the theoretical strategy, we 
design/fabricate three different meta-devices and experimentally characterize their 
bi-channel wave-control functionalities in the telecom regime. Our experiments show 
that the first two devices can multiplex the generations of NF and FF optical vortices 
with different topological charges, while the third one exhibits anomalous surface plas-
mon polariton focusing in the NF and hologram formation in the FF simultaneously. 
Our results expand the wave-control functionalities of metasurfaces to all wave-trans-
porting channels, which may inspire many exciting applications in integration optics.

Keywords: Bi-channel metasurfaces, Near-field (NF) channels, Far-field (FF) channels, 
Integration photonics, Structural-resonance, Geometric phase, Optical vortice, Surface 
plasmon polariton, Hologram

Introduction
As an important information carrier, light can either propagate in three-dimensional 
free space as a propagating wave (PW), or be bounded to a dielectric/metal interface 
moving as a surface wave (SW) [1–3]. PW and SW represent two distinct types of 
light-transporting modes in the far-field (FF) and near-field (NF) channels, respec-
tively, both have been extensively exploited in the past years for information convey 
or matter-property probing [3]. Controlling PWs and SWs in the desired manners 
are thus crucial for photonics research and applications. For example, manipulating 
light in the FF channel is the basis for applications such as remote sensing [4, 5], opti-
cal communications [6–8], optical manipulation [9] and imaging systems [10], while 
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controlling light at the NF is highly desired in on-chip photonic applications includ-
ing super-resolution imaging [11–13], bio-sensing [14–17] and nano-lasing [18–20]. 
However, optical devices made by naturally existing materials are typically bulky in 
sizes and exhibit limited functionalities, due to weak light-matter interactions and 
lack of magnetic responses at optical frequencies.

Metasurfaces, planar metamaterials constructed by sub-wavelength microstruc-
tures exhibiting tailored scattering properties arranged in certain global sequences, 
were found to exhibit extraordinary capabilities of light manipulation. By engineering 
the reflection/transmission phases of individual meta-atoms and their global arrange-
ment sequences, many fascinating wave-manipulation effects in either the FF region 
(e.g., polarization controls[21–25], anomalous transmissions/reflections[26–28], 
generations of complex vectorial optical fields[29, 30]) or the NF region (e.g., per-
fect conversion between PW and SW[1, 2, 31, 32], high-efficiency manipulations on 
SWs[33–37], etc.) have been realized based on metasurfaces. Moreover, constructed 
with meta-atoms possessing tailored optical responses with respect to differently 
polarized incident light, multifunctional metasurfaces were realized to exhibit pre-
designed wave-manipulation functionalities as shined by light with different polar-
izations[38–51]. Yet, though numerous efforts have been devoted to enrich the 
functionalities of multi-functional meta-devices (say, extending the excitation polari-
zations from linear polarizations[38–42] to circular ones[43–49]), meta-devices real-
ized so far can only control light in one single channel (i.e., either the FF or the NF 
channel), wherein different functionalities may interfere with each other due to their 
possible spatial overlaps, as the meta-devices are shined by light with an arbitrary 
polarization. Further considering the fact that both FF and NF capabilities are impor-
tant for photonic applications, these meta-devices, working only on one of the two 
distinct light-propagating modes, are certainly unfavourable for future integration-
optics applications. Though attempts have been made to multiplex wave-control func-
tionalities in NF and FF channels into one device[52], employing geometric phases 
only without a clear design strategy, the realized meta-devices  exhibited limited and 
spin-locked bi-functionalities in two channels.

In this article, we propose a generic strategy to design bi-channel metasurfaces and 
experimentally demonstrate that such meta-devices can exhibit distinct wave-control 
functionalities in the two channels at telecom wavelengths. Designing a set of meta-
atoms exhibiting spin-delinked reflection phases dictated by both structural-reso-
nance and Pancharatnam − Berry (PB) mechanisms[53–55], we employ them to 
realize bi-channel metasurfaces possessing two distinct phase distributions enabling 
independent wave-control functionalities in the NF and FF regions under two spin-
polarized incidences, respectively. In particular, the phase profile corresponding to 
the NF functionality should contain a phase-gradient term 

−→
ζ · −→r  (with 

∣∣∣−→ζ
∣∣∣ larger 

than the vacuum vector 
−→
k 0  ) to facilitate the conversion from incident PW to SW. 

Follow this strategy, we design and fabricate three different meta-devices and experi-
mentally characterize their bi-channel wave-control functionalities. Our experiments 
illustrate that the first two devices multiplex NF and FF optical-vortex generations 
with different topological charges while the third one can realize anomalous surface 
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plasmon polariton (SPP) focusing in the NF and hologram formation in the FF, under 
excitation of light with left-circular-polarization (LCP) and right-circular-polariza-
tion (RCP), respectively. Experimental measurements are in excellent agreement with 
theoretical predictions.

Results and discussion
Design strategy and characterizations of meta‑atoms

Similar to other bi-functional metasurfaces, the presently designed bi-channel metas-
urface should also exhibit two different phase profiles �NF(

−→r ) and �FF(
−→r ) , dictated 

by the pre-designed NF and FF wave-control functionalities, as shined by CP light with 
opposite helicities. An essential difference here is that �NF(

−→r ) must contain a phase 
gradient term to help convert PW to SW while �FF(

−→r ) does not need such a term. 
Without losing generality, we assume that the NF and FF functionalities correspond to 
LCP and RCP incidences, respectively. Therefore, once the bi-channel metasurface is 
shined by a linearly polarized (LP) light, both a FF beam and a NF wave pattern can be 
generated simultaneously, without mutual interferences as they are in different channels 
by nature. To design such a bi-channel metasurface, we firstly need to find a set of meta-
atoms exhibiting independently tuned reflection phases under LCP and RCP incidences.

We find that meta-atoms in metal/insulator/metal (MIM) configuration are appropri-
ate building blocks to construct our bi-channel metasurfaces. As schematically shown in 
the inset to Fig. 1, an MIM meta-atom consists of a metallic resonator with anisotropic 
shape and a continuous metal film separated by a dielectric spacer. We assume that the 
meta-atom exhibits mirror reflection symmetries on the xoy plane with two principle 

Fig. 1 Working principle of the bi-channel meta-surface. Schematics of a a FF bi-functional meta-device 
and b a NF bi-functional meta-device realized previously, and schematics of c the bi-channel meta-device 
proposed in this article which exhibit distinct pre-designed wave-control functionalities in NF and 
FF channels, respectively, under excitations of circularly polarized light with opposite helicities. The 
constitutional meta-atoms are in metal/insulator/metal configuration with top metallic resonators possessing 
tailored anisotropy and being rotated by an angle ξ with respect to the laboratory frame (inset at the 
right-hand side)
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axes denoted û and v̂  , and is rotated by an angle of ξ around the z axis. Let ruu and rvv 
denote, respectively, the reflection coefficients of the meta-atom under illuminations of 
LP light polarized along two principles axes, we find that the Jones Matrix of the rotated 
MIM meta-atom in the CP bases is R̃ = SM(ξ)

(
ruu

rvv

)
M(ξ)−1

S
−1 , where M(ξ) =

(
cosξ −sinξ

sinξ cosξ

)
 

and S =
√
2

2

(
1 −i

1 i

)
 describe, respectively, the rotation operation and the LP to CP trans-

formation. Simple calculations show that

with |σ � = |+� and |σ � = |−� denoting the LCP and RCP states at the incident side, 
respectively. Equation  (1) indicates that, shining the meta-atom by incident CP light 
with a particular spin, the reflected wave generally contains two parts –- a spin-main-
tained normal mode with the coefficient (ruu + rvv)/2 and an anomalous mode with the 
coefficient (ruu − rvv)e

iσ2ξ /2 carrying a spin-dependent phase σ · 2ξ = σ ·�PB of a PB 
origin. To avoid interferences of the normal mode without desired PB phases, we assume 
that all meta-atoms behave as ideal half-wave-plates (HWPs) with zero normal mode 
strength,

Under such condition, Eq. 1 is simplified as

with �Str = arg(ruu − rvv) being the structural phase dictated by local resonances and 
Aa = |ruu − rvv|/2 being the strength of anomalous mode. Clearly, now such an MIM 
meta-atom exhibits delinked reflection properties under excitations of CP light with dif-
ferent helicities. Therefore, constructing a metasurface with a series of meta-atoms satis-
fying Eq. (2) but exhibiting different structures and orientation angles (and thus different 
�Str and �PB ), the device must exhibit two different phase distributions

for LCP and RCP incidences, respectively. Thus, with �NF

(−→r
)
 and �FF

(−→r
)
 known for 

two target wave-control functionalities in NF and FF regions, we can retrieve the corre-
sponding distributions of structural and PB phases:

from which we can further determinate the structural parameters and orientation angles 
of constitutional meta-atoms at different positions.

(1)R̃|σ �in =
(
ruu + rvv

2

)
|σ �ref +

(
ruu − rvv

2

)
eiσ2ξ |−σ �ref

(2)An =
|ruu + rvv|

2
= 0.

(3)R̃|σ �in =
(
ruu − rvv

2

)
e
iσ2ξ | − σ �ref = Aae

i(�Str+σ ·�PB)| − σ �ref

(4)
{
�NF

(−→r
)
= �Str

(−→r
)
+ 2ξ

(−→r
)

�FF

(−→r
)
= �Str

(−→r
)
− 2ξ

(−→r
)

(5)

{
�Str

(−→r
)
= �NF(

−→r )+�FF(
−→r )

2

ξ
(−→r

)
= �NF(

−→r )−�FF(
−→r )

4

,
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We now design a series of meta-atoms suitable for construction of our bi-channel 
metasurfaces and experimentally characterize their optical properties. As shown in the 
inset to Fig. 2b, the top-layer resonator is an anisotropic Au cross formed by two bars 
with lengths Lu and Lv , and the spacer is a silicon dioxide  (SiO2) layer. The spacer thick-
ness and the bar width are fixed as DSpa = 100nm,w = 80nm , while the periodicity of 
the meta-atom array is set as P = 480nm . To guide the generated SWs out of the metas-
urface, we include a plasmonic metal supporting eigen SPP adjacent to the metasurface. 
To minimize the scatterings at the boundary, such plasmonic metal is chosen as a 
50 nm-thick layer of Au covered by a 100 nm-thick SiO2 layer, being exactly the same 
structure as the MIM structure with top resonator removed. In addition, the phase gra-
dient 

∣∣∣−→ζ
∣∣∣ adopted in �NF

(−→r
)
 should match the SPP wave-vector kSPP of the plasmonic 

metal. Numerical simulations show that kSPP = 1.108k0 at the wavelength of 1064 nm 
(see Sec. 1 in SI).

We now illustrate how to determine the structural parameters of our MIM meta-
atoms. Previous studies[56] have shown that the reflection coefficient ruu = |ruu|ei�uu 
( rvv = |rvv|ei�vv ) of an MIM meta-atom can be strongly modulated as frequency passes 
through a magnetic-resonance frequency fuu ( fvv ), dictated mainly by the structural 
parameter Lu ( Lv ) with other geometric parameters fixed. Therefore, fix the working 
wavelength at 1064 nm, we find that varying two structural parameters Lu and Lv can 
effectively modulate the two magnetic-resonance frequencies, which in turn, tune 
the values of ruu and rvv (see Fig. S2 in SI for corresponding phase diagrams). Fig. 2a 
depicts how the normal-mode strength |An|2 varies against Lu and Lv , calculated at 
the wavelength of 1064  nm. Clearly, two minimum-|An|2 lines in the phase diagram 
indicate proper candidates satisfying Eq.  (2). Meanwhile, Fig.  2b  demonstrates the 
corresponding structural phase for the points on the line, again calculated at the 

Fig. 2 Meta-atom design strategy and characterizations of three typical meta-atoms. a Simulated 
normal-mode intensity |An|2 of the MIM meta-atom against their bar lengths Lu and Lv , with the dashed curve 
marking Min(|An|2) for each Lu . b Simulated structural phase �Str of the MIM meta-atom as a function of the 
bar length Lu with Lv taking the values on the Min(|An|2) curve in a correspondingly. Inset in b illustrates the 
basic structure of an MIM meta-atom. Three stars labelled as “1, 2, 3” correspond to three stars in a. c, d, e 
Upper panels are SEM pictures of three meta-atoms labelled as “1, 2, 3” in a and b, respectively; Lower panels 
depict the |An|2 spectra obtained by simulations (red line) and measurements (red circle) and the simulated 
spectra of �Str (blue line) for three meta-atoms denoted “1, 2, 3” in a and b. Dashed lines in these figures 
indicate the positions of working wavelength (λ = 1064 nm)
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wavelength of 1064 nm. Based on the results shown in Fig. 2b, we successfully select 
a series of meta-atoms with �Str covering a large variation range, yet all exhibiting 
minimum values of |An|2 suitable for building our meta-devices.

Three representative points lying on the Min(|An|2)-curve denoted by open stars 
in Fig. 2a and b are selected for experimental illustration of typical meta-atoms (see 
Sec.3.1 of SI for geometric parameters). We fabricate three metasurfaces using stand-
ard electron-beam lithography (EBL) technology (see Materials and methods for fab-
rication details), each consisting of a periodic array for one meta-atom specified in 
Fig. 2a, with their scanning-electron-microscopy (SEM) pictures shown in upper pan-
els of Fig.  2c-e. With these samples at hand, we then measure their co-polarization 
reflection spectra as the metasurfaces are shined by normally incident LP light with 
E field polarized at an angle 45° in-between u and v axes (see Sec.3.2 in SI for calcu-
lated reflection spectra of the three samples). We note that the measured |An|2 can 
be easily retrieved from raw experimental data (see more details in Sec. 3.3 of the 
SI), and the lower panels of Fig. 2c-e depict the measured |An|2 spectra of three sam-
ples, compared with corresponding simulation results. Simulations are in nice agree-
ment with the measured |An|2 spectra, both showing that |An|2 ≈ 0 at 1064  nm for 
all meta-atoms, indicating that they are appropriate building blocks satisfying Eq. (2). 
Unfortunately, we do not have the experimental facility to directly measure �Str of 
these meta-atoms, thus only numerical simulations are shown in Fig.  2b-e. Though 
only three typical examples are demonstrated experimentally here, meta-atoms with 
varied structural parameters covering the whole structural phase line (a nearly 2π 
range) shown in Fig.  2b are employed in realistic designs of our functional devices. 
Employing both spin-independent structural phase covering a nearly 2π range and 
spin-dependent PB phase freely tunable by rotation of structures, delinked function-
alities in NF and FF channels can be easily realized by our proposed meta-devices. 
With such a meta-atom database set up, we can design any bi-channel metasurfaces 
by selecting a series of meta-atoms with the {�Str

(−→r
)
, ξ
(−→r

)
} distribution solved 

from Eq. (5).

Bi‑channel meta‑devices I & II: multiplexing NF & FF vortex generations

As an illustration of our proposed strategy, we first design and realize two meta-devices 
that, can generate a vortex SPP and a spatial vortex beam with different topologi-
cal charges under illumination of LCP and RCP light. According to the target NF and 
FF functionalities, we expect that our meta-device should exhibit the following phase 
distributions

under LCP and RCP incidences (for NF and FF channels) respectively. Here, (r,ϕ) 
denotes a position in the local polar system; ζr = 1.108k0 is the radial phase gradient 
that can couple the LCP component of the incident light to a cylindrically polarized SPP 
flowing to the origin point on the metallic surface; lNF and lFF are topological charges 
possessed by waves generated in NF and FF channels, respectively. We can then retrieve 
the 

{
�Str

(−→r
)
, ξ
(−→r

)}
 distributions from Eq. (6),

(6)�NF

(−→r
)
= −ζrr + lNFϕ;�FF

(−→r
)
= lFFϕ −

π

2
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which, in turn, help us determine the structural parameters (Lu, Lv) and orientation 
angle of a meta-atom located at the position −→r  , based on the strategy described in last 
sub-section.

As the first example, we design and fabricate a meta-device with lNF = +1 and 
lFF = −3 . Following the strategy described above, we put lNF = +1 and lFF = −3 into 
Eq. (7) to get the {�Str

(−→r
)
, ξ
(−→r

)
} distributions and then depict them in Fig. 3b and c, 

respectively. Based on these two distributions, we successfully retrieve the bar lengths 
{Lu, Lv} (see Fig. 3d and e) and orientation angles (see Fig. 3c) of meta-toms at differ-
ent positions, and finally fabricate the sample using standard EBL technology. Figure 3f 
depicts the SEM picture of the whole sample, while Fig. 3g contains a zoomed-in picture 
of the centre framed area in Fig. 3f.

Shine the metasurface by normally incident CP light beams with different helicities 
at λ = 1064  nm, we experimentally characterize the bi-channel wave-manipulation 

(7)�Str

(−→
r
)
=

−ζrr + lNFϕ + lFFϕ

2
−

π

4
; ξ

(−→
r
)
=

−ζrr + lNFϕ − lFFϕ

4
+

π

8
,

Fig. 3 Expected functionality, structural parameters and sample pictures of the meta-device I. a The 
proposed meta-device I is expected to covert the incident LCP light to a focused vortex SPP in the NF 
channel and reflect the incident RCP light to a spatial vortex beam in the FF channel, with topological 
charges of two vertices being 1 and -3, respectively. Distributions of b �Str

(−→
r
)
 , c ξ

(−→
r
)
 , dLu

(−→
r
)
 and 

e Lv
(−→
r
)
 of the meta-device under design. f SEM image of the fabricated sample, with its zoomed-in images 

shown in g and the inset
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capability of the fabricated device. Consider the LCP incidence first where a vor-
tex SPP is expected to be generated in the central region of the device. We utilize a 
home-made leakage radiation microscopy (LRM) to record the NF pattern generated 
on the device surface (see Fig. S10 in SI for experimental setup of the LRM system). 
From Fig. 4a where the LRM-recorded NF-pattern is depicted, we see clearly that the 
generated NF is an SPP beam focused to the origin point. The existence of a zero-
field singularity in the centre already implies that the generated SPP beam carries an 
orbital angular momentum (OAM). Interfering the generated NF SPP with a spheri-
cal wave using a homemade Michelson interferometer, we find that the interference 
yields a clear 1st-order anti-clockwise spiral pattern (see Fig. 4b), indicating that the 
generated NF SPP is a vortex carrying a topological charge lNF = +1 . As the inci-
dent polarization changes to RCP, the charge-coupled device (CCD)-captured image 

Fig. 4 Experimental characterizations of the bi-channel meta-device I. As shined by LCP light at 1064 nm, a 
the LRM-recorded field pattern of the vortex SPP generated on the sample surface and b the CCD-captured 
field pattern as the vortex SPP interferes with a spherical wave. As shined by RCP light at 1064 nm, c the 
CCD-captured field pattern of the vortex beam reflected by the device and d the CCD-captured field pattern 
as the vortex beam interferes with a spherical wave
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of the reflected wave in the FF exhibits a clear donut shape (Fig. 4c), implying that the 
FF beam also carries an OAM. Figure  4d depicts the pattern formed by interfering 
the generated FF beam with a spherical beam. The 3rd-order clockwise spiral shape 
proves that the topological charge carried by the FF beam is lFF = −3 . Interference 
results with quasi-plane waves are also presented in Fig. S4 of SI, further proving the 
generation of OAMs with independent topological charges in NF and FF respectively.

Our proposed strategy is so general that it can also be employed to realize other bi-
channel meta-devices exhibiting larger topological charges (Fig. 5a). Taking{lNF = +7

,lFF = −9 } as an example, we follow the same procedure as in last section to design 
and fabricate a meta-device (see distributions of geometric parameters in Sec.5.1 
of SI and Fig.  5b for SEM image), and then utilize the same experimental setup to 
characterize the properties of beams generated in the NF and FF, respectively. Shine 
the meta-device by LCP light at 1064 nm, we use the LRM system to record the NF-
channel field distribution generated on the device (Fig. 5c). The generated NF pattern 
shows clear features of a focused SPP carrying an OAM: 1) the field intensity grows 
as approaching the origin point; 2) a zero-field hole appears in the middle of the 2D 
focused SPP. Changing the incident polarization from LCP to RCP, we find that the 
reflected beam becomes a vortex beam propagating to the FF, as shown in the CCD-
recorded image in Fig. 5e. Performing the same interference experiments with a ref-
erence spherical wave in both NF and FF channels, we obtain interference patterns 

Fig. 5 Expected functionality, sample picture, and experimental characterization of the bi-channel 
meta-device II. a The proposed meta-device II is expected to covert the incident LCP light to a focused 
vortex SPP in the NF channel and reflect the incident RCP light to a spatial vortex beam in the FF channel, 
with vertices’ topological charges being 7 and -9, respectively. b SEM image of the fabricated sample, 
with its zoomed-in images shown in the inset. As the meta-device is shined by LCP light at 1064 nm, c the 
LRM-recorded field pattern of the vortex SPP generated on the metallic surface and d the CCD-captured 
field pattern as the vortex SPP interferes with a spherical wave. As the meta-device is shined by RCP 
light at 1064 nm, e the CCD-captured field pattern of the vortex beam reflected by the device and f the 
CCD-captured field pattern as the vortex beam interferes with a spherical wave
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(Figs. 5d and f ) revealing clearly that lNF = +7 and lFF = −9 , respectively. Additional 
experimental results concerning interferences with quasi-plane waves can be found in 
Fig. S6 of SI.

Bi‑channel meta‑device III: multiplexing NF SPP anomalous focusing and FF hologram

The proposed scheme is not limited to the realizations of bi-channel meta-devices 
exhibiting similar functionalities, but generic enough to design bi-channel meta-
devices exhibiting distinct functionalities in two channels. As an explicit illustration, 
we further realize a meta-device that can generate an anomalously focused SPP beam 
and a pre-designed hologram in the NF and FF channels, under excitations of LCP 
and RCP light at 1064 nm, respectively. According to the theory presented in last sec-
tion, we expect our meta-device to exhibit the following phase distributions:

for the NF and FF channels, respectively. Here, kSPP > k0 and thus the term kSPPx can 
couple the incident LCP light to a unidirectional SPP, while the second term in �NF can 
help focus the generated SPP beam onto a point with focal length F =

√
F2
x + F2

y  at an 

angle θ determined by θ = tan−1(
Fy
Fx
) , and �Diag

(−→r
)
 is the phase distribution retrieved 

from the target FF hologram by the Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) algorithm[57].
Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (5), we retrieve the {�Str

(−→r
)
, ξ
(−→r

)
} distributions as:

which help us sort out all needed meta-atoms from the database that we have built. We 
then finish the design and fabricate the sample using standard EBL technology, with the 
SEM picture of our sample depicted in Fig. 6b (see distributions of geometric parame-
ters in Sec.6.2 of SI). We note that the sample exhibits a rectangular shape in accordance 
with its designed NF functionality.

We experimentally characterize the bi-channel functionalities of the fabricated 
meta-device. Shine the sample by normally incident LCP and RCP light at 1064 nm, 
we employ the LRM system and a micro-imaging system (for far-field hologram char-
acterization) to capture the field patterns generated in the NF and FF channels (see 
Fig. S11 in SI for the far-field experimental setup), respectively. As shown in Fig. 6c, 
an SPP beam is generated on the metal surface at the right-hand side of the sam-
ple, which is then anomalously deflected to an angle of 30° with respect to the x axis 
and subsequently focused to a focal point 15  μm away from the sample edge. All 
these results are well-consistent with our theoretical predictions. Meanwhile, Fig. 6d 
depicts the hologram image captured by our CCD in the FF, containing well-recog-
nized English symbols “C”, “H” as well “ZHOU GROUP”. Again, the generated image 
is consistent with the pre-designed pattern (see Fig. S7 in SI).

(8)
�NF

(−→r
)
= kSPPx − kSPP

(√(
y− Fy

)2 + F2
x − Fx

)

�FF

(−→r
)
= �Diag

(−→r
)

(9)
�str

(−→r
)
=

kSPPx−kSPP

(√
(y−Fy)

2+F2
x−Fx

)
+�Diag(

−→r )

2

ξ
(−→r

)
=

kSPPx−kSPP

(√
(y−Fy)

2+F2
x−Fx

)
−�Diag(

−→r )

4

,
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Conclusions
In short, we propose a generic strategy to realize meta-devices that can multiplex 
wave-manipulation capabilities in two spatially non-overlapping channels (i.e., NF 
and FF channels), employing meta-atoms exhibiting arbitrary spin-delinked reflec-
tion phases dictated by both resonant and PB mechanisms. We employ the proposed 
scheme to design/fabricate three meta-devices and then experimentally demonstrate 
their bi-channel wave-manipulation functionalities. Specifically, the first two meta-
devices can multiplex vortex-beam generations with different topological charges 
in the NF and FF channels, while the third one can generate a hologram in the FF 
channel and an anomalously deflected focusing SPP beam in the NF channel. Due to 
difficulties in experiments, we employ numerical simulations to evaluate the efficien-
cies of our meta-devices together with several previously realized meta-devices with 
similar bi-functionalities. Comparisons shown in Sec. 7 of SI reveal that our devices 
exhibit higher working efficiencies than previously designed meta-devices. Although 
we only realized bi-channel meta-devices in this manuscript, there are many possible 
ways to increase the functionality channel of the meta-device. For example, adopting 

Fig. 6 Expected functionality, sample picture, and experimental characterizations of the bi-channel 
meta-device III. a The proposed meta-device III is expected to covert the incident LCP light to an anomalously 
focused NF SPP beam and generate a pre-designed FF hologram as the device is shined by an RCP light. 
b SEM image of the fabricated sample. c The LRM-recorded near-field pattern generated on the metallic 
surface, representing an anomalously deflected SPP beam which is then focused to a pre-designed focal 
point, as the meta-device is shined by LCP light at 1064 nm. d The CCD-captured hologram image in the far 
field as the meta-device is shined by RCP light at 1064 nm
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meta-atoms not exhibiting perfect polarization conversion capabilities to construct 
our meta-device, we can purposely encode a desired phase distribution to the nor-
mal mode generated by the meta-device as shined by CP light; employing angular-
dispersive meta-atoms, we can precisely design different phase distributions at the 
incidence of varied angles. Through these methods to increase degrees of freedom 
involved in the meta-system, we can finally expand functionality channel quantities 
for the realized meta-device. Our results open up a new avenue for achieving multi-
functional optical devices working in non-overlapping spaces without mutual inter-
ferences, which may stimulate many follow-up research works (e.g., extending to 
transmission geometry and arbitrary incident polarizations) and inspire useful appli-
cations in integration optics.

Methods
Numerical simulation

In our finite-difference time-domain simulations, the permittivity of Au is described by 
the Drude model  εr(ω) = ε∞ − ω2

p

ω(ω+iγ )
 , withε∞ = 9,ωp = 1.367× 10

16
s
−1

, γ = 2.448× 10
14
s
−1 , 

obtained by fitting with experimental results. The  SiO2 spacer is considered as a lossless 
dielectric with permittivity ε = 2.25 . Additional losses caused by surface roughness and 
grain boundary effects in thin films as well as dielectric losses are effectively considered 
in the fitting parameter γ.

Sample fabrications

All MIM samples are fabricated using standard thin-film deposition and EBL techniques. 
In the first step, we sequentially deposite 5 nm – thick Cr, 50 nm – thick Au, 5 nm Cr 
and a 100 nm—thick  SiO2 dielectric layer onto a silicon substrate using magnetron DC 
sputtering (Cr and Au) and RF sputtering  (SiO2). Then, we lithograph the cross struc-
tures with EBL, employing an ~ 100 nm thick PMMA2 layer at an acceleration voltage of 
20 keV. After development in a solution of methyl isobutyl ketone and isopropyl alcohol, 
a 5 nm Cr adhesion layer and a 30 nm Au layer are subsequently deposited using thermal 
evaporation. The Au patterns are finally formed on top of the  SiO2 film after a lift-off 
process using acetone.

Experimental setup

We use a near-infrared (NIR) microimaging system to characterize the performance of 
all designed meta-atoms. A broadband supercontinuum laser (Fianium SC400) source 
and a fibre-coupled grating spectrometer (Ideaoptics NIR2500) are used in the FF meas-
urements. A beam splitter, a linear polarizer and a CCD are also used to measure the 
reflectance and analyse the polarization distributions.

An NIR microimaging system with a homemade Michelson interferometer is 
employed to perform real-time imaging of the FF component and its interferences with 
the reference light. As for the NF characterization, a typical LRM system combined with 
a Michelson-type interferometer is employed for real-time imaging of the excited SPP 
and its interference with the reference light.
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Abbreviations
PW  Propagating wave
SW  Surface wave
FF  Far-field
NF  Near-field
PB  Pancharatnam − Berry
SPP  Surface plasmon polariton
LCP  Left-circular-polarization
RCP  Right-circular-polarization
LP  Linearly polarized
MIM  Metal/insulator/metal
HWPs  Half-wave-plates
SiO2  Silicon dioxide
EBL  Electron-beam lithography
SEM  Scanning-electron-microscopy
LRM  Leakage radiation microscopy
OAM  Orbital angular momentum
CCD  Charge-coupled device
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